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List of Acronyms 

ACCURATE Atmospheric Climate and Chemistry in the UTLS Region and Climate Trends Explorer 
ACE+  Atmosphere and Climate Explorer mission (ESA mission concept 2002–2004) 
ACEPASS ACE+ Phase A Scientific Support Study (ESA study 2002-2004) 
BLUE  Best Linear Unbiased Estimation (or Estimator) 
CIRA86aQ Enhanced (moist air) version of the classical COSPAR International Reference 

Atmosphere (CIRA) model (empirical atm. model; Kirchengast et al., 1999) 
COSPAR Committee on Space Research (international scientific organization) 
E5L  EGOPS5 LEO-LEO (processing) 
ECEF  Earth Centered Earth Fixed (coordinate system) 
ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (Reading, U.K.) 
EGOPS5 End-to-end Generic Occultation Performance Simulator, Version 5 
ESA  European Space Agency 
ESA-Prodex An ESA Programme line (for an enlisted subgroup of member states, incl. Austria) 
ESTEC  European Space research and Technology Centre (of ESA) 
FIR  Finite Impulse Response (filter) 
FoMod  Forward Modeling System, subsystem of EGOPS 
Galileo  European future global navigation satellite system 
GNSS  Global Navigation Satellite Systems (Global Positioning System GPS, and Galileo) 
GO  Geometric optics 
GPS Global Positioning System 
GRO GNSS-LEO Radio Occultation (here Galileo & GPS L band signals, ~1.2 / 1.6 GHz) 
InRet  Inversion/Retrieval, subsystem of EGOPS 
IR  Infrared spectral region 
LEO  Low Earth Orbit 
LIO  LEO-LEO Infrared Occultation (here laser cross-link signals within 2–2.5 μm) 
LRO  LEO-LEO Radio Occultation (here MW cross-link signals within 3–30 GHz) 
MAnPl  Mission Analysis Planning System, subsystem of EGOPS 
MSIS90 Mass Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter model 90 (empirical atm. model; Hedin, 1991) 
MW  Microwave spectral region 
OPAC Occultations for Probing Atmosphere and Climate 
OSMod Observation System Modeling, subsystem of EGOPS 
POD  Precise Orbit Determination 
Prodex-CN1 “Prodex-Change Notice 1” project; continuation project of previous Prodex project 
RO  Radio Occultation 
Rx  Receiver (satellite) 
SNR  Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
Tx  Transmitter (satellite) 
UniGraz  University of Graz (Austria) 
UTLS  Upper Troposphere/Lower Stratosphere height region 
WegCenter  Wegener Center for Climate and Global Change (at UniGraz) 
WO  Wave optics 
X/K band Microwave band covering the frequencies 7–40 GHz 
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1. Introduction 
 
This report deals with Task 1.3 of the Prodex-CN1 Project “Advanced Topics in Radio Occul-
tation Modelling and Retrieval” of ESA, which was concerned with advanced atmospheric 
profiles retrieval from LEO-LEO radio occultation (LRO) data. The LRO retrieval chain pro-
ceeds from bending angle and transmission, via real and imaginary refractivities to tempera-
ture and humidity, including capability of differential transmission retrieval. 
 
The Task 1.3 work was in particular concerned with upgrading the EGOPS5 (End-to-end Ge-
neric Occultation Performance Simulator, Version 5) software with a retrieval chain also ca-
pable of differential transmission retrieval and other related improvements such as in noise 
filtering and improved integration of LRO retrieval algorithms with GNSS-LEO radio occul-
tation (GRO) algorithms. 
 
The report is structured as follows. After a brief overview on the EGOPS5 software, and in 
particular on the structure and elements of the LRO retrieval processing chain, in section 2, 
the report provides a detailed description of the processing chain and retrieval algorithms at 
the status after the advancements by the Prodex-CN1 Project in section 3. 
The bending angle and transmission retrieval part is in this context described for the geomet-
ric-optics data processing approach. Thus, as a complementary report to this one from Tasks 
1.1 and 1.2 of the Prodex-CN1 Project, the companion report by Gorbunov et al. (2006) pro-
vides a detailed description of the wave-optics based bending angle and transmission re-
trieval. We note that a relevant less detailed baseline description was given by Gorbunov and 
Kirchengast (2005a) within the context of the previous ESA project ACEPASS. 
 
The report will be of significant utility also beyond the algorithmic documentation of the spe-
cific EGOPS5 LRO processing chain, since it is the so far most detailed description of LRO 
retrieval algorithms also in a generic sense. It thus provides valuable information for anyone 
interested to learn about LRO processing in more depth than covered by other sources. 
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2.  The EGOPS5 Software 
 
2.1.  EGOPS5 Overview 
 

The End-to-end Generic Occultation Performance Simulator/Version 5 (EGOPS5) is a soft-
ware package allowing the end-to-end simulation of GRO and LRO measurements. Its main 
purpose is to support research addressing scientific and mission analysis questions on the 
GNSS-LEO/LEO-LEO based radio occultation technique. It is composed of a series of mod-
ules which are integrated into so-called Systems (see Figure 1 below). 
 

The Mission Analysis and Planning (MAnPl) System allows analysis and planning of GNSS-
LEO and LEO-LEO satellite constellations with regard to their suitability for occultation mis-
sions. In particular, its main capability is that the distribution of occultation events around the 
globe can be simulated using arbitrary (user-generated) satellite constellations. 
 

Based on the resulting geometry data of such occultation events, the Forward Modeling (Fo-
Mod) System together with the Observation System Modeling (OSMod) System enables 
quasi-realistic simulation of GRO as well as LRO radio occultation observables (i.e., phase 
and amplitude profiles at each signal frequency) and related required variables. In particular, 
FoMod’s task is to simulate the electromagnetic signal propagation through the atmosphere 
(and ionosphere) towards the receiver based on orbital motions of transmitter and receiver 
satellites. The resulting occultation signals are influenced by atmospheric (and ionospheric) 
effects. Effects due to the receiving system (instrumental errors, in general), which usually 
perturb the signal quality, are superimposed during the subsequent OSMod simulation. 
 

Finally, the Inversion/Retrieval (InRet) System is responsible for the retrieval processing of 
simulated or observed GRO/LRO phase and amplitude data (supplemented by the necessary 
geometry information) in order to obtain quasi-vertical profiles of atmospheric parameters. 
The retrieval algorithms for GRO and LRO differ somewhat: In the case of LRO, phase and 
amplitude data are converted via bending angles and transmissions down to profiles of refrac-
tivity and absorption coefficients, density, pressure (or geopotential height), temperature, and 
humidity (as well as liquid water if needed). In the case of GRO, only bending angles are ex-
ploited, which is why no (frequency-dependent absorption coefficients can be utilized to in-
dependently retrieve humidity. A description to some mid-level detail of the scientific re-
trieval algorithms for both GRO and LRO data processing was given by Kirchengast et al. 
(2004a). The present report now provides an in-depth description of the processing chain and 
retrieval algorithms for LRO geometric-optics data processing at the status after the ad-
vancements by the Prodex-CN1 Project. Wave-optics bending angle and transmission re-
trieval is described by the companion reports of Gorbunov et al. (2006) and Gorbunov and 
Kirchengast (2005a) as noted in section 1. 
 

The four systems briefly introduced above are the core of EGOPS5. Additionally, as Figure 1 
illustrates, there are input interfaces for the four systems (left column block in Figure 1) and 
there is a so-called Vizualization/Validation System (bottom block of Figure 1), which en-
ables post-processing of the retrieved data (statistics, etc.) as well as visualization, including 
the capability to extract information from the atmosphere system underlying the occultation 
simulations. Altogether, EGOPS5 with its comprehensive end-to-end simulation capabilities 
enables research contributing to a better quantification of the potential of the GRO and LRO 
techniques for atmosphere and climate science. 
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Figure 1:  Modular view of EGOPS5 (after Kirchengast et al., 2004b). 

 
2.2.  Overview on the Retrieval Processing Chain for LEO-LEO Data 
 

Inversion/Retrieval of LEO-LEO occultation data denotes the processing of simulated or ob-
served phase and amplitude data, supplemented by the necessary geometrical information, via 
Doppler shifts, bending angles and transmissions down to quasi-vertical atmospheric profiles 
of real and imaginary refractivities, density, pressure (or geopotential height), temperature, 
humidity, and liquid water. 
 
The retrieval processing strategy for LEO-LEO measurements within EGOPS5 consists of the 
following five main steps: 

 

• bending angle retrieval, 
• transmission retrieval, 
• real refractivity retrieval, 
• imaginary refractivity/absorption coefficient retrieval, and 
• atmospheric profiles retrieval. 

 
The general processing concept is illustrated in Figure 2, and the related general procedure is 
as follows. A detailed description on each of the five steps is given in section 3 below. 
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Figure 2:  LEO-LEO retrieval processing chain overview. The five upper boxes to the 
left represent the processing chain for a single frequency channel, whereas the box to the 
right represents parallel processing chains for the remaining carrier frequencies in the sys-
tem. (after Nielsen et al., 2005). 

 
First, the phase and amplitude profiles (“Signal”) are used together with the corresponding 
precise orbit determination (POD) data comprising positions and velocities of LEO transmit-
ter and LEO receiver satellites to determine the atmospheric bending angle profile as a func-
tion of impact parameter in the same way as this is performed in the well-known GNSS-LEO 
processing (e.g., Nielsen et al. 2005). If wave-optics processing is utilized, both phase path 
changes (Doppler shift profiles) and normalized amplitude profiles (raw transmission pro-
files) are used in this process, if only geometric-optics processing is performed only Doppler 
shift profiles are used. For details on this first step see section 3, subsection 3.1. 
 
Second, the amplitude profiles at each LEO-LEO signal frequency (e.g., the LRO frequencies 
of the ACE+ mission concept have been 9.7 GHz, 17.25 GHz, 22.6 GHz; see, e.g., Kirchen-
gast et al., 2004a), the impact parameter profile, and the POD transmitter and receiver posi-
tion profiles are used to compute the transmission profiles due to atmospheric absorption at 
each frequency. Differencing of log-transmission profiles of two frequencies leads to differ-
ential transmission profiles, which can be used alternatively to direct transmission in subse-
quent processing steps. The exact way of how amplitude defocusing and spreading is sub-
tracted from the measured amplitude profiles, in order to obtain the transmission profiles due 
to absorption only, depends on whether wave-optics or geometric-optics processing is util-
ized. For details on this second step see section 3, subsection 3.2. 
 
Third, the bending angle profile as a function of impact parameter is converted to the real 
refractivity profile as a function of height via the classical Abel transform well-known from 
GNSS-LEO processing. For details on this third step see section 3, subsection 3.3. 
 
Fourth, the real refractivity profile and the impact parameter profile are used together with the 
(differential) transmission profiles at each LEO-LEO frequency to derive the (differential) 
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imaginary refractivity profile as a function of height of each frequency (pair) with another 
Abel transform akin to the classical one. This transform has the same Abelian integration ker-
nel but is different in its integrand. Since (differential) imaginary refractivity is proportional 
to the (differential) absorption coefficient, the latter can be obtained alternatively or in addi-
tion. For details on this fourth step see section 3, subsection 3.4. 
 
Fifth, the real refractivity profile and the (differential) imaginary refractivity profiles of each 
LEO-LEO frequency (pair), all as functions of height, are used, together with the equations 
relating temperature, humidity, pressure, and cloud liquid water (“geophysical parameters”) 
to real and (differential) imaginary refractivity, in order to derive the atmospheric profiles of 
the geophysical parameters as function of height. In addition, the geopotential height of pres-
sure levels can be obtained from the knowledge of pressure as a function of (geometric) 
height. The key equations involved are the real refractivity equation (“Smith-Weintraub for-
mula”), the hydrostatic equation, the equation of state, and the spectroscopic equations for 
computing the frequency-dependent absorption coefficient from the geophysical parameters 
(e.g., “Liebe Model”). Figure 3 below provides a schematic overview on this LEO-LEO at-
mospheric profiles retrieval chain. 
As Figure 3 (bottom part) shows, this geophysical parameter estimation problem is efficiently 
solved by downward (in height) integration of the hydrostatic equation combined with an it-
erative BLUE (best linear unbiased estimation) solution at each integration step for obtaining 
at the given height level temperature, humidity, and liquid water from the real and imaginary 
refractivity values. The BLUE algorithm requires the specification of covariance matrices for 
the (differential) refractivity data, which are formulated based on the knowledge of their re-
spective error characteristics. 
If the (differential) imaginary refractivity variances grow large into the lower troposphere 
(e.g., under conditions of significant atmospheric turbulence), so as to render the BLUE prob-
lem effectively under-determined, it is advisable to include also adequate prior temperature 
values plus their variance into the estimator to ensure accurate geophysical parameter estima-
tion also under these conditions. With new wave-optics based bending angle and transmission 
retrieval algorithms (Gorbunov and Kirchengast 2005a,b; 2006) such inclusion of prior tem-
perature information will be rarely required, however. For details on this fifth step see section 
3, subsection 3.5. 
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BLUE (Best Linear Unbiased Estimator): 

Baseline case (zthres = 0): ( ) ( )( )[ ]nny
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In case of severe turbulence for z < zthres (zthres about 3 to 6 km): 
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T
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T
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+
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1  

xn:  state vector to be (iteratively) estimated 
yn, yn

mod: measurement vector, forward-modeled measurement vector 
Cy:  measurement (and forward modeling) error covariance matrix 
Kn:  Jacobian weighting matrix 
xb:  background (a priori) state vector 
Cb:  background (a priori) error covariance matrix 

 
 

Figure 3:  Schematic view of the LEO-LEO atmospheric profiles retrieval algorithm in 
EGOPS5 together with a summary on the BLUE process (from Kirchengast et al., 2004a). 
The input chain to the atmospheric profiles retrieval, connecting via the Abel Transforms, 
is also indicated. 
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3.  Description of Processing Chain and Retrieval Algorithms 
 
 

3.1.  Bending Angle Retrieval 
 
The derivation of bending angle profiles as function of the impact parameter can be per-
formed either via a geometric-optics (GO) or a wave-optics (WO) approach. In the EGOPS5 
LEO-LEO processing both approaches are implemented of which the GO processing for 
bending angle retrieval is described here. On the WO processing approach for bending angle 
retrieval see Gorbunov et al. (2006), Nielsen et al. (2005), and references therein. 
 

LEO-LEO GO bending angle retrieval uses as input observables the measured phase profiles 
at the LEO-LEO signal frequencies and the transmitter and receiver orbital positions and ve-
locities from POD, and proceeds in five steps: 

 

• smoothing (and outlier rejection) 
• ionospheric correction of phases 
• derivation of Doppler shift from the corrected phase delay 
• derivation of bending angle and impact parameter from the Doppler shift 
• statistical optimization of bending angles at high altitudes 

 

The LEO-LEO bending angle retrieval is in general identical to the GNSS-LEO one. Exten-
sive literature thus exists describing it in different variants, all, if properly implemented, lead-
ing to the same results. Useful general descriptions include Melbourne et al. (1994), Kursinski 
et al. (1997), Steiner (1998), Syndergaard (1999), Kursinski et al. (2000) and Nielsen et al. 
(2005), but there are many others. Below the equations for each of the five steps are summa-
rized with focus on their specific implementation in EGOPS5 LEO-LEO (E5L) processing. 
 
Smoothing (and outlier rejection). 
Data smoothing over ~1 sec (~2 km in height, less below 30 km) is commonly applied to 
simulated or measured phase path delays at sampling rates of 10 Hz (~0.2 km in height) or 
higher before ionospheric correction and Doppler shift derivation. This avoids unnecessary 
amplification of high-frequency noise. Given the countless number of digital filter possibili-
ties, many smoothing variants are possible, the most simple one being a standard “moving 
average” FIR filter. 
In E5L processing, a regularization smoother of the form 
 

( ) ϕϕ ⋅+= −1 ~ SSI Tλ  
 

(1)
[ ]
1010

Hzf S

=λ  (2)
 
ϕ  … measured phase delay vector { )( ij tϕ }; occultation rays i = 1, …, N; signal 

frequencies j (baseline from ACE+: j = 1, …, 3) 
ϕ~  … smoothed phase delay vector { )(~

ij tϕ } 
S  … N×N smoothing matrix (third difference operator) 
I  … N×N unit matrix 
λ  … regularization parameter 

Sf … sampling rate (for GO processing ƒS = 10 Hz) 
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is applied to the raw )( ij tϕ  profiles, following Syndergaard (1999), section 3.1.1 therein. A 
3rd-order difference operator is used for the smoothing matrix S, and λ = 10 for the GO proc-
essing sampling rate of 10 Hz. This filtering yields a vertical resolution of ~2 km above 30 
km, increasing to < 1 km in the troposphere. The result in general is not very different from 
other filters with similar transfer function but compared to, e.g., standard “moving average” 
FIR filters, it is more robust against intermittent noise “spikes” in the data. 
 
For simulated phase delay data with orderly simulated random error sources, genuine outliers 
(un-physical data values) do not occur. Thus currently the E5L processing has outlier rejec-
tion for )( ij tϕ  not activated. However, a “3-σ rejection” algorithm, curing for data samples 
deviating by more than 3 standard deviations from the mean over a neighborhood of ±0.5 sec, 
is prepared for activation as required. 
 
Ionospheric correction of phases. 
The simple linear dual-frequency combination of the form 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( )iii t
ff

ft
ff

ft 22
2

2
1

2
2

12
2

2
1

2
1 ~~ ϕϕϕ ⋅

−
−⋅

−
=  

 
(3)

 
it  … occultation event time, time of data sample i; i = 1, …, N 

21, ff  … LEO-LEO signal frequencies (baseline from ACE+: ƒ1 = 9.7 GHz, ƒ2 = 
17.25 GHz, ƒ3 = 22.6 GHz) 

21
~ ,~ ϕϕ  … smoothed phase delay at frequency ƒ1, ƒ2 

ϕ  … atmospheric phase delay 
 
is used to eliminate the ionospheric phase delay from the measured total phase delays, 

)(~
2,1 tϕ , in order to obtain the (neutral) atmospheric phase delay )(tϕ . The physical basis is 

the inverse-squared frequency dependence of ionospheric refractivity (e.g., Budden, 1985). 
Eq. (3) is sequentially applied to each individual data sample in the profile. 
 
For frequencies near 10 GHz and higher, the ionospheric effects are about 2 orders of magni-
tude smaller than in the GNSS-LEO L-band case so more sophisticated correction schemes 
than Eq. (3), such as the correction of bending angles commonly used for GNSS-LEO (Vo-
rob’ev and Krasnil’nikova, 1994), are not required. In addition, the SNR at altitudes above 30 
km is much higher than in the GNSS-LEO case so that the accuracy of LEO-LEO bending 
angles can be expected to be significantly better in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere, 
potentially limited by residual clock and POD errors rather than residual ionospheric errors 
and thermal noise as for GNSS-LEO (Ramsauer and Kirchengast, 2001). High-quality clocks 
(USOs) are thus the key for realizing the much superior stratospheric performance potential of 
LEO-LEO phase data over GNSS-LEO as far as possible. 
 
In E5L processing, currently the lowest two frequencies (e.,g., in case of ACE+ the frequen-
cies ƒ1 = 9.7 GHz and ƒ2 = 17.25 GHz) are used for the correction, and the resulting )(tϕ  is 
assigned to ƒ1. More sophisticated utilization of all pairs of ƒ1, ƒ2, and ƒ3 is possible for fur-
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ther incrementally improved correction but not really found warranted for frequencies at 10 
GHz and beyond, where ionospheric influence have become very small. Perhaps more impor-
tant practically is that additional frequencies may provide useful redundant information for 
intrinsic quality control and verification. 
 
Derivation of Doppler shift from the corrected phases. 
Doppler shift is derived from phase delay )( itϕ  via differentiation 

 
 ( )[ ] ( )

dt
tdsecmtd i

i
ϕ= ,   ( )[ ] ( )i

j
ij td

c
f

Hztd −=  
 
(4)

 
d(ti) …  Doppler shift profile 
ƒj … LEO-LEO signal frequency 
c … velocity of light (in vacuum) (c = 299792458 m/s) 

 
and is the key observable for determining the bending angle to which it is closely proportional 
via the sinking/rising velocity of ray paths during an occultation event (e.g., Rieder and 
Kirchengast, 2001a). Eq. (4) shows that absolute phase delay need not be known as the Dop-
pler shift retains only the phase change, which is the observable to be accurately tracked over 
the duration of ~1 min during an event. 
 

This accurate tracking is ensured by the high short-term stability (over 1–100 sec) of on-board 
USO frequency standards. Exactly here is the heart of the often quoted intrinsic self-
calibration of refractive occultation data: each single Doppler shift profile in itself, together 
with its associated precise orbital position and velocity profiles from POD, is an absolute 
measure of height-dependent atmospheric bending angle at the time and geographic location 
of the event, independent of any reference or calibration data, independent of any other real or 
potential measurements before, in parallel, or after the 1-min event. This is also the basis, 
which justifies notions like “unique climate benchmark measurements” or “unique long-term 
stability over decades from unique short-term stability over seconds”. It is, in particular, justi-
fied if the on-board USO frequency standard is systematically traced back to the international 
time standard (“SI traceability”; e.g., Leroy et al., 2006). Ensuring such traceability is possi-
ble by careful implementation of USO time transfer, for example, via GPS time to UTC. 
 

In E5L processing, the phase differentiation in Eq. (4) is implemented as a space-centered 
finite difference, i.e., the Doppler shift of each sample is set to the difference estimate be-
tween the neighbor samples above and below (with due care at the profile boundaries). This 
simple scheme is possible since the regularization smoother, Eq. (1), strictly ensures smooth-
ness of the data over each neighborhood of 3 data samples. 
 
Derivation of bending angle and impact parameter from the Doppler shift. 
The conversion equations from Doppler shift d(t) and orbital positions r(t) and velocities v(t) 
to bending angle and impact parameter can be cast in many forms of which one is (Melbourne 
et al. 1994; Syndergaard, 1999) 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )
dt

tdravavtd iRxTx
iTxiRxi −−= χϕ coscos  

 
(5)
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ai  … impact parameter at data sample i (time i) 
αi  … bending angle at data sample i 
rTx  … distance of the transmitter (Tx) from the center of local curvature 
rRx  … distance of the receiver (Rx) from the center of local curvature 
rRxTx … distance between the transmitter and receiver satellite 
vTx  … velocity of the transmitter satellite (in the occultation plane) 
vRx  … velocity of the receiver satellite (in the occultation plane) 
ζ … angle between the Rx ray and position vectors (in the occultation plane) 
η … angle between the Tx ray and position vectors (in the occultation plane) 
θ … angle between the transmitter and the receiver position vectors 

 
Eqs. (5) – (8) constitute the equation set used in the E5L processing, and Figure 4 illustrates 
the geometrical situation in the occultation plane, the plane spanned by the Tx and Rx satellite 
position vectors. 
 

 
 

Figure 4:  LEO-LEO occultation geometry, defining various parameters used in the algo-
rithm description. 

 
Eqs. (5) – (8) are used either with assuming a spherical Earth (with mean radius 6371.0 km) 
or a realistic ellipsoidal Earth shape (WGS-84 ellipsoid; e.g., Landolt-Börnstein, 1984). In the 
latter case, the transmitter and receiver position vectors rTx(t) and rRx(t) are first transformed 
to originate in the ellipsoid’s center of local curvature in the occultation plane at the mean 
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geographic location of the event rather than in the Earth’s center of mass. The details of this 
“oblateness correction” have been described by Syndergaard (1998) (also included as App. 
C.2 in Syndergaard, 1999) and are not repeated here. The essence is that the position vector’s 
origin in the center of local curvature ensures that the assumption of spherical symmetry 
about the tangent point, implicit in Eqs. (6) – (8), is accurately valid geometrically. 
 

A by-product of the correction is the knowledge of the mean tangent point location of the 
event (ϕTP, λTP) and of its radius of curvature at this location (RC). In the spherical Earth case, 
the center of curvature and the center of mass are identical as are the radius of curvature and 
the Earth’s mean radius. The mean location (ϕTP, λTP) is computed, purely defined by geome-
try and independent of any atmospheric state, as the geographic location where the straight-
line connection of Tx and Rx positions at a certain time during the event touches the ellipsoi-
dal or spherical Earth’s surface. Experience with ray propagation through realistic atmos-
pheres has shown this mean location to correspond to the location which real events typically 
reach near the tropopause at around 12 km, i.e., to be a very adequate mean location of any 
actual event though defined solely by geometry. The latter property offers the distinct advan-
tage that purely geometrical analyses (e.g., on occultation event distributions and “true” at-
mospheric states at event locations) can be performed in strict consistence with forward mod-
eling and retrieval analyses, which simulate occultation data for event locations of interest. 
 

After the preparations described, the vectors rTx(t), vTx(t), rRx(t), vRx(t), which are utilized in 
the ECEF system in E5L processing, are converted by standard vector-analytical formulae to 
the scalar components rTx(t), vTx(t), rRx(t), vRx(t), which are the projections of the respective 
vectors onto the occultation plane. In case of the positions, which by definition lie in this 
plane, these are simply the vector magnitudes denoting the Tx and Rx distances from the 
Earth’s center of local curvature (see Figure 4). To complete the input required to Eqs. (5) – 
(8), the angles ζ, η, and θ and the straight-line distance rRxTx(t) are computed from standard 
vector formulae as well. 
 

Eqs. (5) – (7) demand an iterative solution for a, since a is implicitly contained only. Starting 
with the straight-line impact parameter as first guess for a, an accurate solution is obtained 
within few iterations. Given a, α is readily computed via Eq. (8). 
 
Statistical optimization of bending angles at high altitudes. 
Statistical optimization optimally combines, in an inverse-covariance-weighted least-squares 
sense, the measured bending angle profile with a background bending angle profile and 
thereby ensures adequate quality of the bending angle profiles at high altitudes (from the stra-
topause upwards) for the subsequent Abel transform to refractivity (subsection 3.3). Other 
more simplified methods exist to treat the upper boundary of bending angles before the Abel 
transform (see, e.g., Gobiet and Kirchengast, 2002, 2004; for an overview) but these are less 
effective and not treated here. The optimal estimation profile reads (e.g., Healy, 2001; Gobiet 
and Kirchengast, 2004) 
 

 ( ) ( )bobopt αααα −++= −1 OB B  
 

(9)
 

αopt  … optimized bending angle profile 
αo  … observed (retrieved) bending angle profile 
αb  … background bending angle profile 
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O … observation error covariance matrix (of αo) 
B … background error covariance matrix (of αb) 

 
Eq. (9) assumes unbiased (Gaussian) errors and a linear problem. Linearity is fulfilled in the 
present case, and unbiasedness holds reasonably well for the retrieved profiles due to the self-
calibrating nature of RO data (see above). Unbiasedness of background profiles needs careful 
selection of these profiles (Gobiet and Kirchengast, 2004). 
 
In E5L processing, the optimization is applied from 30 to 120 km height. The error covari-
ance matrices O and B are formulated as 
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(10)

 
ai , aj  … impact parameter for data samples i and j 
σoi , σoj  … observation (retrieval) standard errors at levels i and j 
σbi , σbj  … background standard errors at levels i and j 
Lo  … correlation length of observation errors 
Lb  … correlation length of background errors 

 
The observation standard error is estimated from the 70–80 km height segment of ao, where 
the SNR < 1, and assumed to hold for the full estimation range down to 30 km. Lo is set to 1 
km in line with empirical evidence (e.g., Steiner and Kirchengast, 2004, 2005). The back-
ground standard error is set from experience to 15% of the αb profile, and Lb is set to 6 km, as 
the smooth background profiles clearly have long-range correlation of the order of a scale 
height. 
 
Suitable nearly unbiased αb profiles are obtained from a profile search in the global MSIS90 
(Hedin, 1991) or CIRA86aQ (Kirchengast et al., 1999) climatology with month-to-month 5 
deg latitude × 15 deg longitude search. The αb profile selected is the one, which best fits the 
retrieved profile over the stratopause region (baseline: 45 to 65 km), where retrieved data 
quality is still sufficiently good to allow a reasonable fit. The best-fit profile is then used up to 
120 km and ensures that, via Eq. (9), a reasonable optimized bending angle profile αopt is 
available up to 120 km, independent of the retrieved data reaching an SNR < 1 at heights of 
about 80 km (e.g., Rieder and Kirchengast, 2001a). This is vital for the subsequent Abel 
transform to induce only small error propagation from the mesospheric altitudes into the re-
trieval domain of interest below the stratopause (e.g., Gobiet and Kirchengast, 2002). Below 
about 40 km, the influence of the background profile is negligible since from the middle 
stratosphere downwards the retrieved data exhibit an SNR >> 1 so that Eq. (9) directly yields 
αo for αopt. Gobiet and Kirchengast (2004) describe the ingredients of careful statistical opti-
mization in detail. 
 
The outputs of the bending angle retrieval are αi (αopt from Eq. 9), ai, RC, and (ϕTP, λTP), 
which are used in the subsequent processing steps. 
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3.2.  Transmission Retrieval 
 

Transmission retrieval starts with the amplitude profiles at each signal frequency j, Aj(t), and 
derives transmission profiles as function of impact parameter Trj(a), which expresses  atmos-
pheric absorption (transmission = 1 – absorption) at frequency j due to water vapor and the 
background air (molecular oxygen and nitrogen). The transmission retrieval comprises three 
steps: 

• defocusing and spreading correction 
• amplitude normalization 
• differential transmission computation (if chosen) 

 
Defocusing and spreading correction. 
This correction is required since Aj(t) contains besides the desired amplitude loss due to ab-
sorption also defocusing loss due to differential bending and spherical signal spreading ac-
cording to the geometry (e.g., Leroy, 2001). 
 
Both defocusing and spreading can be corrected for in using the bending angle retrieval out-
put (see subsection 3.1), namely the bending angle profile α(a) or, alternatively, the satellite 
opening angle θ(a) (see Figure 4) and the impact parameter profile a as well as the Tx and Rx 
satellite radial distances rTx(a) and rRx(a). Different variants for this correction exist (e.g., 
Sokolovskiy, 2000; Leroy, 2001; Jensen et al., 2003). In E5L processing the elegant one-step 
formulation of Jensen et al. (2003) for the defocusing and spreading model amplitude (for GO 
processing) is used which reads 
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ida
dθ

 

 
… derivative of the satellite opening angle (Figure 4) after the 
impact parameter at level i 

Adsm … defocusing and spreading model amplitude 
 
Different formulations have to be used for WO pre-processed amplitudes (Jensen et al., 2003; 
Nielsen et al., 2005). Adsm(ai) can be used in a next step as correction to convert the observed 
amplitude Aj(t) = Aj(a) to the desired transmissions Trj(a). 
 
Amplitude normalization. 
Trj(a) being a normalized intensity, Aj(t) has to be divided in some way by a normalization 
amplitude at some reference height besides removing the defocusing and spreading compo-
nents. In E5L processing the derivation of Trj(a) is done via 
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… absorption amplitude at reference height zref j for frequency j 

(mean estimate over a height range ±Δz/2 about zref j) 

dsm
jA … defocusing and spreading model amplitude scaled to match the signal ampli-

tude Aj at height zref j  
 
Eq. (12) performs the normalization in that it scales Adsm(ai) to Aj(a) at zref j and Eq. (13) then 
performs the division dsm

jj AaA )( , corresponding to a subtraction in [dB] space, to obtain the 
desired transmissions Trj(a) pertaining to absorption only. Trj(a) above zref j is set to zero. 
 
The zref j baseline value used for the ACE+ type signal frequencies is 25 km or 30 km, since 
from about 25 km upwards Trj(a) is unity (zero absorption) with high accuracy. This normali-
zation to a reference height “above the absorptive atmosphere” where Trj(a) = 1 is the step 
where the intrinsic self-calibration of the amplitudes comes in: as for the self-calibrated bend-
ing angles it implies that as long as the transmission profiles are short-term stable over the 
~30 sec of the occultation event from about 30 km towards the surface, each individual profile 
is a self-standing reliable measure of the atmospheric absorption at frequency j at the given 
place and time, independent of any other real or potential measurements before, in parallel, or 
after the ~30-sec event. As will be seen in subsection 3.4 below, the imaginary refractivity (or 
absorption coefficient) derived from the transmission only depends on the derivative 
dlnTrj(a)/da, so that a small constant transmission residual at height zref j does not matter. 
 
In E5L processing also filtering is involved, smoothing a before use in Eq. (11) as well as 
Aj(a) and Adsm(a) before use in Eqs. (12) and (13). A 3rd order polynomial filter was found 
adequate for this purpose with the filtering polynomial width set to ~1 km. The transmission 
profiles Trj(a) are smoothed the same way. Similar to the phase delay filtering before Doppler 
shift deduction (subsection 3.1), this filtering avoids unnecessary amplification of high-
frequency noise in the subsequent Abel transform to imaginary refractivity, which involves 
the derivative of Trj(a) being similarly noise-sensitive as the phase delay derivation. 
 
Differential Transmission Computation (if chosen). 
If the subsequent processing steps are foreseen to start with differential transmissions, instead 
of with the direct transmissions Trj(a), the log-transmission difference, lnTrjk(a) = lnTrj(a) – 
lnTrk(a), is computed for any pair of frequencies fj and fk (e.g., f12, f23 for an ACE+ type three-
frequency system). The obtained differential transmission profiles, Trjk(a), the number of 
which is due to the differencing always one less than the number of direct transmission pro-
files Trj(a), are then fed into the subsequent imaginary refractivity retrieval step, which in this 
case leads to differential imaginary refractivity profiles (and differential absorption coeffi-
cients). 
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Since the formulae and algorithms of the subsequent processing are identical for either Trjk(a) 
or Trj(a) profiles as input (except that there is one less profile fed in if using Trjk(a)), we do 
not separately repeat the equations applying to Trjk(a). It is rather to be understood that Trj(a) 
always means Trjk(a) in case differential transmissions are employed. Reflecting this, also in 
the E5L processing each differential transmission profile Trjk(a) is assigned to frequency j, so 
that formally it is treated subsequently in an identical way as Trj(a). The highest frequency 
(e.g., f3 in an ACE+ type system) is left spare in this case, however, and the retrieval proceeds 
with one frequency less. 
 

In the descriptions below this aspect of optionally processing differential profiles is generally 
indicated with including the optional word “(differential)” as adjective to transmission, and in 
an analogous way, also as adjective to imaginary refractivity and to absorption coefficient, 
respectively. 
 

The key rationale for potentially using differential transmission instead of direct transmission 
profiles for LRO data processing lies in the strong mitigation of scintillations due to atmos-
pheric turbulence that are possible when an adequate wave-optics based bending angle and 
transmission retrieval processing is run based on which the differential transmission profiles 
are then prepared. Details on this are found in Gorbunov and Kirchengast (2005a,b) as well as 
in Gorbunov and Kirchengast (2006). 
 
 
3.3.  Real Refractivity Retrieval 
 
The real refractivity profile as function of height is derived from the bending angle profile as 
function of impact parameter via the classical Abel transform (e.g., Fjeldbo et al., 1971; 
Kursinski et al., 1997; Rieder and Kirchengast, 2001b) 
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nR

  … refractive index, real part 
ri  … radial distance of level ai from center of local curvature 
zi  … ellipsoidal height level corresponding to ai 
NR  … real refractivity 

 
In E5L processing, the top value aTop of the Abelian integral, Eq. (14), which is at infinite 
heights theoretically (e.g., Fjeldbo et al., 1971), is set to correspond to a height of 120 km, 
exploiting the bending angle profile available from Eq. (9) over the full range and ensuring 
accurate refractivity retrieval up to the stratopause (Steiner et al., 1999). The value at the top 
is, to have a sensible physical value instead of zero, set to the refractivity (more precisely to 
nR–1) of MSIS90 at 120 km, though its effect relative to being zero is negligible in NR(zi) be-
low the stratopause. In Eq. (15) it is vital to use exactly the RC value used already in the bend-
ing angle retrieval (subsection 3.1) in order to ensure accurate ellipsoidal heights zi. 
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3.4.  Imaginary Refractivity/Absorption Coefficient Retrieval 
 
The (differential) imaginary refractivity profile as function of height is derived by using the 
real refractive index profile and the impact parameter profile together with the (differential) 
transmission profiles of each signal frequency (pair) within another Abel transform akin to 
Eq. (14) (e.g., Kursinski et al., 2002) 
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Trj(a)  … transmission profile at frequency j (dimension less units) 
kj  … (diff.) absorption coefficient at freq. j at level zi, corresponding to ai (cf. Eq. 15) 
ƒj  … frequency at frequency channel j 
c  … velocity of light (in vacuum) (c = 299792458 m/s) 

I
jN  … (differential) imaginary refractivity at frequency j at level zi 

 
The real refractivity information enters via the radial distance profile r(nR) evaluated accord-
ing to Eq. (15), which is needed to form the derivative |da/dr| in Eq. (16). Eq. (17) is the stan-
dard equation for converting the (differential) absorption coefficient to (differential) imagi-
nary refractivity (e.g., Schanda, 1986) to which it is proportional via the wavelength λj (λj = 
c/fj). 
 
In E5L processing, the top value aj

Top of the Abelian integral Eq. (16), which is at infinite 
heights theoretically, is set to correspond to a height of zref j + Δz/2 (as defined for Eq. (12)). 
Above this height the log-transmission lnTrj(a) and thus its integral contribution is zero. 
 
After retrieval of the NI

j(z) profiles via Eq. (17) at each frequency j, they are filtered with a 3rd 
order polynomial filter with the filtering polynomial width set to ~1 km. As for the Doppler 
shift and transmission profile above, this filtering avoids potential high-frequency noise in-
curred by application of Eq. (16) to be transferred to further exploitation of NI

j(z) such as in 
the subsequent atmospheric profiles retrieval. 
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3.5.  Atmospheric Profiles Retrieval 
 
Real refractivity NR(z) and (differential) imaginary refractivities NI

j(z) are used, together with 
the equations relating atmospheric pressure p, temperature T, humidity q, and cloud liquid 
water lw to NR(z) and NI

j(z), to derive the parameters p, T, q, and lw as function of height z. In 
addition, the geopotential height of pressure levels, Z(p), can be obtained from the knowledge 
of the p(z) profile. The key equations involved and used in E5L processing are 
 

• the real refractivity equation (E5L: Smith-Weintraub equation; e.g., Foelsche, 1999), 
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p  … total air pressure [hPa] 
e  … total water vapor partial pressure [hPa] 
T  … temperature [K] 
NR … real refractivity 

 
• a complex (real and imaginary) refractivity model and its adjoint model (E5L: Ad-

vanced MPM93 Model and its adjoint; e.g., Liebe et al., 1993; Nielsen et al., 2005; 
Giering and Kaminski, 1998), 
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lw, iw, rr  … cloud liquid water, cloud ice water, rain rate 
NRmod

  … modeled real refractivity 
mod I

jN … modeled imaginary refractivity 
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• the hydrostatic equation with the equation of state in moist air embedded (e.g., Salby, 

1996), 
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(21)

 
Rd

  … dry air gas constant (Rd = 287.06 J kg-1 K-1) 
g  … acceleration of gravity (standard g(z,latitude) model; e.g., Gobiet 

and Kirchengast, 2002) 
Tv  … virtual temperature (see Eq. (22)) 
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• and the equations for virtual temperature and conversion of water vapor pressure to 

specific humidity (e.g., Salby, 1996), 
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Eqs. (18) and (21)–(23) are well-known fundamental equations of atmospheric physics, Eqs. 
(19) and (20) are a macroscopic expression of a more sophisticated spectroscopic model. The 
essence of the Advanced MPM93 Model, Eq. (20), for the present purpose is simple, how-
ever: it provides for any physically realistic local atmospheric state (p, T, e, lw, iw, rr) and 
any given X/K band signal frequency j the corresponding complex refractivity (NRmod, NImod

j). 
NRmod is modeled for the retrieval such that NR mod equals NR of Eq. (18), i.e., according to the 
“Smith-Weintraub” formulation (Smith and Weintraub, 1953; Foelsche, 1999). 
 
Since the atmospheric profiles retrieval as described below requires knowledge also of the 
sensitivities (“Jacobians”; e.g., Rodgers, 2000) of (NR, NI

j) to the atmospheric state parameters 
(T, e, lw) at any given state (p, T, e, lw, iw, rr), also the adjoint model KCadj (fj, p, T, e, lw, iw, 
rr) is used, the source code of which was generated in an automatic way from the source code 
of the model NCmod

j (fj, p, T, e, lw, iw, rr) by the Tangent-Linear and Adjoint Model Compiler 
TAMC (Giering and Kaminski, 1998). The Jacobians are accurate for any given state since 
the Advanced MPM93 model is locally linear in the neighborhood of any given state despite 
being non-linear if viewed over its complete relevant state space. If retrieved differential 
imaginary refractivity profiles are available, due to the differential transmission retrieval ap-
proach being used, both the modeled imaginary refractivities and the modeled Jacobians are 
differenced between the appropriate frequency pairs so that they correctly match the retrieved 
differential imaginary refractivities in the BLUE algorithm described below. 
 
The problem of retrieving the atmospheric state (p, T, e, lw) from the refractivities (NR, NI

j) is 
efficiently solved by downward (in height) integration of the hydrostatic equation, Eq. (21), to 
sequentially obtain p, combined with an iterative BLUE (best linear unbiased estimation) so-
lution at each integration step to obtain (T, e, lw) from (NR, NI

j) (recall Figure 3 in section 2.2 
above for a schematic overview). 
 
The downward integration of Eq. (21) is initialized at high altitudes (E5L setting: 75 km) with 
some initial state (pTop, TTop, eTop = lwTop = 0), the accuracy of which is non-critical as any 
initialization errors decay quickly over the first about 3 scale heights, i.e., essentially within 
the mesosphere (E5L baseline: estimate of (pTop, TTop) from the local scale height estimated 
from NR(z) near 75 km and the local equation of state). 4th order Runge-Kutta integration of 
Eq. (21) is used (e.g., Gershenfeld, 1999; chapter 6 therein) with small integration steps (E5L 
setting: 100 m) to ensure accurate p(zi) values. This integration itself involves already the 
BLUE algorithm described below, in order to obtain, for the needed Runge-Kutta sub-steps, 
Tv(z) in Eq. (21) from states (T, e, lw) estimated from (p, NR, NI

j). 
 
After each integration step, using the value of pi obtained at height zi and the estimated state 
(T i+1, ei+1, lwi+1) from the previous height zi+1, the BLUE algorithm is run to obtain the state 
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(T i, ei, lwi) from the data (pi, NRi, NIi
j) at height zi. The pressure pi acts as a useful “backbone” 

for this estimation and ensures it to be very robust and reliable. Practically, above a certain 
height zeTop, above which water vapor has negligible effect, only T i is estimated (E5L base-
line: 20 km). Furthermore, above a certain height zlwTop, above which liquid water density is 
negligible, only (T i, ei) is estimated (E5L baseline: 8.5 km). Below zlwTop the full state (T i, ei, 
lwi) is estimated, which then requires at least 3 independent elements of information in (pi, 
NRi, NIi

j). 
 
For the BLUE solution, an iterative Gauss-Newton algorithm of the following form is used 
(e.g., Rodgers, 2000; chapter 5.3 therein): 
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n  … iteration index for the iterative BLUE estimator (n = 0, …, Min(nconverged, 12)) 
y  …  measurement vector (real and (diff.) imag. refractivities; baseline from ACE+ j 

= 1,2,3, i.e., four elements NR, N1
I, N2

I, N3
I, resp. three if differential N1

I, N2
I) 
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ymod  …  forward modeled measurement vector, updated at each iteration n (from call 
of Advanced MPM93 Model Eq. (19)) 

Cy  … measurement (and forward modeling) error covariance matrix (set as diago-
nal matrix) 

RN
σ …  standard error of real refractivity (formulation following Steiner and 

Kirchengast, 2005; baseline E5L parameters: ƒ15 = 0.001, ƒhi = 0.02, ƒlo = 
0.01) 

I
jN

σ  … standard error of imaginary refractivity at frequency j 
0

I
jNσ  … standard error estimate for I

jN  within the zref j ± Δz/2 height range (cf. Eq. 

(12)) 
Ptj …  amplitude rms error estimate from high-pass filtered data (with ~1 km filter 

bandwidth) for optional up-scaling of I
N j

σ  in presence of scintillations (ƒC is 
set to switch this term to unity if the optional up-scaling shall be disabled) 

ƒw  … weighting factor  (baseline E5L setting is to unity) 
fitT

f …  factor with nominal value of unity; if zi < zthres fitT
f  set to Min(5 + 2.5⋅|zi – 

zthres|[km], 10) (baseline E5L setting to down-weight I
jN  influence on the 

estimated x) 
K  …  Jacobian weighting matrix (dimension: no. of elements in y × no. of elements 

in x), updated at each iteration n (from call of adjoint model to Advanced 
MPM93 Model, Eq. (20)) 

x  … state vector to be estimated , updated at each iteration n 
xb  …  background (a priori) state vector (set nominally to state of previous state es-

timate on previous height level zi+1) 
x0 … initial guess state vector (used as starting point for iteration of Eq. (24)) 
T b … background (a priori) temperature, given zthres > z0 (bottom level of profile) a 

“best-fit background profile” temperature Tfit is used at zi < zthres instead of T i+1 
from previous height level zi+1 

Cb … background (a priori) error covariance matrix (set as diagonal matrix) 
σT, σe , σlw  … standard errors of temperature, water vapor pressure, liquid water den-

sity (set nominally to high values so that the influence of the back-
ground state xb on the estimated x is negligible; given Tfit at zi < zthres is 
used, σT is set to a smaller standard error consistent with the uncer-
tainty of Tfit(zi) so that in this case – and only in this case – Tb exerts 
influence on the estimated x) 

minz fit 
Ts … background standard error estimate for best-fit profile temperature at level 

zthres (baseline E5L setting: 0.75 K) 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

dz
dsT … downward increase of background standard error estimate with increasing 

distance from zthres (baseline E5L setting: 0.25 K/km) 
zthres … threshold height for ( )i

I
j zN  quality below which a best-fit background 

temperature Tb is enabled to exert influence on x; above influence of back-
ground xb is negligible 
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Because the estimation problem is slightly over-determined for the ACE+ type baseline of 
three signal frequencies (two frequencies if differential transmission retrieval approach), it is 
possible to retrieve the state (T i, ei, lwi) even if one of the independent information pieces is 
lost, as will frequently be the case at any given height level, where only two of the three fre-
quencies provide amplitude data in a useful dynamic range. Even if, for example, the informa-
tion from two imaginary refractivities (or one differential imaginary refractivity) is lost, 
which can happen for example in very wet regions, pressure, humidity and temperature still 
can be calculated if concentration of liquid water can be neglected or some information com-
ponent (e.g., temperature) is known to some degree from background data. Information of real 
refractivity at lowest ACE+ type frequency (near 10 GHz) will get lost only in extreme (and 
rare) situations, in which case the retrieval in the lower troposphere is compromised. 
 
If the imaginary refractivity variances grow large enough into the lower troposphere so as to 
render the BLUE problem effectively underdetermined, which can happen in case of atmos-
pheric turbulence, the advanced processing approaches described below will be used. The 
first one is applicable in case of direct transmission retrieval, the second one in case of differ-
ential transmission retrieval. We note that the second one is clearly favorable in presence of 
strong turbulence, since it avoids invoking auxiliary a priori information. 
 
Processing data from direct transmission retrieval in case of severe turbulence. 
 

Strong amplitude scintillations due to atmospheric turbulence can introduce significant noise 
into the imaginary refractivity data and may degrade the above baseline retrieval of atmos-
pheric profiles below about 3 to 6 km in the troposphere. However, since the parts of the sig-
nal affected by scintillation can be identified due to the high sampling rate of the raw meas-
urements (1 kHz), this enables a constant monitoring of the high frequency fluctuations and 
the determination of a “threshold height”, zthres, below which the imaginary refractivity data 
should be used with caution and receive low to negligible weight in the BLUE process (cf. 
Eqs. (31)–(33)). As turbulence is a layered phenomenon (e.g., Gage, 1990), usually only some 
fraction of the height levels below zthres may need to receive such down-weighting, but it will 
generally be difficult to determine this in real time. Thus in E5L processing it is assumed, as a 
conservative limit, that the complete height range below any zthres found is filled with turbu-
lence and is down-weighted (Eq. (33)). 
 
In case of down-weighting applied to imaginary refractivities below zthres, one sensible way to 
cure the consequent under-determination of the BLUE problem is to introduce weak back-
ground (a priori) information into the retrieval at the height levels concerned. The primary 
candidate information for this purpose is temperature, since it is well predictable in the tropo-
sphere above the boundary layer and since it is sufficient auxiliary information under all con-
ditions to ensure a robust estimation. Suitable background temperature profiles (Tb) can be 
obtained from a profile search in an adequate database (e.g., from a 24h ECMWF forecast in a 
geographic area of some degrees around the profile co-located with the measurement). The Tb 
profile selected can be the one that best fits the retrieved temperature profile in the tropo-
sphere right above zthres, where the retrieved data are still very accurate and allow for a good 
fit. The fit to the retrieved data, and not just selection of a co-located profile, is to avoid im-
porting any potential small bias from the background into the retrieval (though ECMWF tem-
peratures below 8 km are essentially unbiased). In E5L processing, exactly this “best-fit T 
extrapolation” approach is used for heights below zthres (cf. Eq. (31) and Figure 3, section 2.2) 
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and found to ensure accurate humidity and temperature retrieval also under severe turbulence 
conditions. 
 
Processing data from wave-optics based differential transmission retrieval in case of severe 
turbulence. 
 

Wave-optics approaches (e.g., Canonical Transform, Gorbunov (2002a,b); Full Spectrum In-
version; Jensen et al. (2003)), can be used to reduce scintillation fluctuations already on the 
transmission measurements (Level 1b) so that down-weighting of imaginary refractivity data 
will be avoided at the atmospheric profiles retrieval step. As pioneered by Gorbunov and 
Kirchengast (2005a,b; 2006), it is in particular the use of differential transmission profiles, 
which are preceded in processing by a Canonical Transformation step, that enable accurate 
atmospheric profiles retrieval into the lower troposphere without prior information also in 
case of severe turbulence. In other words, the threshold zthres will in general only be reached 
close to the boundary layer, where the signal attenuation becomes so strong so as to anyway 
limit the retrieval penetration by low SNR conditions. 
 

The upgraded E5L processing, upgraded by use of the algorithms described by Gorbunov et 
al. (2006) in the companion report from Tasks 1.1 and 1.2 of the Prodex-CN1 project, in-
cludes now a wave-optics based bending angle and transmission retrieval capability, which 
delivers differential transmission profiles of a quality so that the subsequent differential 
imaginary refractivity and atmospheric profiles retrieval is able to obtain high quality tem-
perature and humidity profiles also in case of severe turbulence without need to invoke the 
“best-fit T extrapolation” approach. 
 
 

4.  Summary and Conclusions 
 
This report provided, after a brief overview on the EGOPS5 software and on the structure and 
elements of its LRO retrieval processing chain, an in-depth description of the processing 
chain and retrieval algorithms after the advancements by the Prodex-CN1 Project. 
 

The bending angle and transmission retrieval part was in this report described for the geomet-
ric-optics data processing approach. The cited companion report by Gorbunov et al. (2006) 
provides a detailed description of the wave-optics based bending angle and transmission re-
trieval, advancing a baseline description by Gorbunov and Kirchengast (2005a,b). 
 

The report will be of significant utility also beyond the algorithmic documentation of the 
EGOPS5 LRO processing chain, since it is the so far most detailed description of LRO re-
trieval algorithms also in a generic sense. It thus provides valuable information for anyone 
interested to learn about LRO processing in more depth than covered by other sources. 
 

The EGOPS5 LRO retrieval system itself is now at an advanced level enabling flexible proc-
essing in both direct and differential transmission retrieval modes, and using at the bending 
angle and transmission retrieval step either a wave-optics or geometric-optics based approach, 
respectively. Future advancements of LRO processing in EGOPS shall thus be targeted at 
further integration (at system and module level) with GRO processing, and in particular at 
integration with upcoming LEO-LEO IR laser occultation (LIO) retrieval capabilities related 
to the new mission concept ACCURATE (Kirchengast and Schweitzer, 2006). 
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